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Never Lost, Emily Forgot, London Design Festival, 2019 / Clone of a Monument, Carola Hein & Partners, 2018.

“Materials, of themselves, affect us little; it is the way we use them which influences our lives.”
Epictetus, AD 50-100, Discourses, Book 2, Chapter 5

MINIFESTO
This platform is laser focused on materials and making within interiors. Materials driven design
techniques will be used to explore the performance, pragmatic and perceptive qualities of
matter, and how these qualities inform aspects of form, detail and atmosphere. We encourage
hands-on experimentation and direct contact with the outside world of design practitioners,
manufacturers and makers.
The world’s most inspired concepts won’t keep the rain off our heads - a sketch-book may just
about keep you dry as you run from doorway to taxi, but our buildings must be made of
something. That something is materials.
Materials offer some of the greatest opportunities for creativity and innovation within interior
design, and a deep understanding of materials and technology is one of the vehicles that
allows us to deliver those elusive characteristics.

As designers we’re way past the perfunctory task of providing shelter. From the technological
mastery displayed in Apple stores to the health promoting nature of Maggie’s Centers, the
spaces we create should deliver so much more. They should tell stories, communicate values,
be legible and allow the occupants within to flourish. Our spaces must also perform the
functions for which they were intended. And it is through the use and manipulation of matter
that our design intent will be ultimately manifested.

Shoe Last Tables, Selfridges Department Store, London, Jamie Fobert Architects.

TITLE: MATERIALISING AN INTERIOR
“Materials are essential for making the object that is a building, and through careful choices
they can bleed over into the intangible, affecting the spaces created. This can be through
performance and comfort, or more subtle through the creation of atmosphere and feeling.”
Rowan Moore, Why we build?

To materialise is to become actual fact.
What our buildings are made from determines how they look, age, feel and how they perform.
Materials determine performance in both the pragmatic and social dimensions. Materials are
the literal building blocks of an interior, the elements that our designed elements are
composed of. It is this process of actualisation that we will be exploring.

PROJECT
Platform members will create and communicate interior design proposals through an in-depth
exploration of materials and making.
Each member will establish a community or public focused use case for an interior space
through tutorial discussions during the Autumn term.
Once use is established, members will develop a typological response to this intended purpose
- that is to say - a solution disconnected from a specific site.
Design responses will be generated through rigorous exploration and interrogation of
materials. Questioning; how can materials be used to bring meaning, identity and atmosphere
to a space? How can they be shaped, formed and transformed? How do they relate to one
another? And ultimately, how can they be employed to best serve the purpose for which the
interior is intended?
This approach of methodical probing will ensure the form, feel and function of the interior is
fully integrated with the matter of which it is made.

AIMS & OBJECTIVES
The objective of this project is to examine, develop and convey the intrinsic nature of an
interior through physical matter.
The wider aims of this platform are:
1) To develop a deep understanding of materials and materiality.
2) To make platform members sensitive readers of the physical realm.
3) To become discerning and sophisticated users of materials within interior practice.

CONTEXT:
There is not necessarily a physical context for this project - you will not be given a site, and you
do not need to find one. The interior’s use will provide a context to enable the exploration of
materials and manufacturing processes.
In another sense the world at large is the context for this project, using our intuitive
understanding and reading of the built environment and material culture as the basis for the
development of a physical vocabulary.

ACTIVITIES:
Research / Exploration / Experimentation
The initial phase of Interior Matter will involve a number of fast paced design exercises to
isolate and explore various aspects of materials driven design that will be essential in
developing and delivering your thesis project. Through these exercises we will also generate a
body of work that will enhance the Platform’s collective materials literacy.
Identification / Understanding
Research and discussions to establish your interior use case will be ongoing in parallel to the
design exercises. Once an appropriate interior function has been identified, you will investigate
this typology to develop a deep understanding of its needs and its nature.
Proposition
Throughout the Autumn term weekly tutorials will take place to develop project ideas into a
clear, finite proposal that will allow you to commence design work with confidence in the
Spring term. The proposal will establish a use case, intended approach and foundation of
understanding to build upon.
Development / Delivery
The bulk of the Spring term will be spent developing a design proposal for your chosen
typology. The design proposal will be a highly-refined material assembly that responds to the
functional and psychological requirements particular to your use case.
Materialisation
In the Summer term work will be focused on creating presentation material for display in
‘Show 2020’. The final outcome will take the form of a physical expression or artefact that
communicates the essence of your interior proposal. The nature of this outcome, which can be
a literal expression or an abstracted articulation, will be resolved through the development
process. Complementary studies, sketches and other media can be used as supporting
content.
Connecting with reality
Throughout the year it is the intention to visit precedent examples, leading practitioners,
manufacturers, fabricators and suppliers in order to connect your work with reality.

READING LIST:
Books
Thomas Heatherwick: Making - Maisie Rowe and Thomas Heatherwick, 2015
Joyful - Ingrid Fettel Lee, 2018
Sustainable materials with Both Eyes Open - Jonathan Cullen, Julian M. Allwood, 2012
Cradle to Cradle - Michael Braungart and William McDonough, 2002

Materials Experience, Fundamentals of Materials and Design - Elvin Karana, 2013
Stuff Matters - Mark Miodownik, 2013
Material Culture in the Social World - Tim Dant, 1999
Making it - Chris Lefteri, 2007
The Craftsman - Richard Sennett, 2008
Manufacturing Processes for Design Professionals - Rob Thompson, 2007
Designs for the real world - Vicktor Papanek, 1971
Film
Abstract - Ilse Crawford (Netflix)
Abstract - Neri Oxman (Netflix)
How Much Does Your Building Weigh Mr Foster? (Art Commissioners)

PLATFORM PAIRING
This Platform is paired with Interior Detail.

